is avoidable (B can avoid S).
In the sequel we shall also consider a game G{&m}, defined as a game G[km\ satisfying the additional condition *0<1.
<5{&m} will be played exclusively on bounded sets SoC [0, !]• 12. Historical notes. Various variants of the game of Banach and Mazur are described in the so-called Scottish Book (see Colloq. Math. vol. 1 (1947) p. 57). One of them, which was defined by S. Mazur and later modified by S. Banach, is a special case of our game for km= 1, (m = 1, 2, • • • ). This case was first considered by A. Turowicz [4] , who proved that the set of all irrational numbers is unavoidable. His result was later generalized by S. Zubrzycki [5] , who has shown that the complement of any countable set is unavoidable. A sufficient condition for avoidability of sets was given by S. Hartman [2] . Further, M. Reichbach [3] has constructed (for km = l) a perfect unavoidable set of measure 0 and thus has given an answer to a question put by H. Steinhaus, concerning the existence of unavoidable sets of the first category.
S. Banach posed the still unsolved question, what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary set S to be unavoidable (in the case km = l). Some contributions to the solution of this problem and a full characterization of a class of unavoidable sets will be given in [l J. 13. Outline of results. In this paper (with the exception of the last section) we shall confine ourselves to closed sets only.
It will be shown (Theorem 1) that for every game G{&m} there exists an unavoidable set 5 which is nowhere dense and perfect.
As regards the measure of unavoidable sets, we shall prove (Theorem 2) that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a perfect (or closed) unavoidable set of measure 0 is £m-il/&m=°°. For the game G{&m} it will be moreover proved (Theorem 3) that the infimum of measures of all the perfect (or closed) unavoidable subsets of [0, 1 ] is
Universal unavoidable sets UUSG and UUSG are sets which are unavoidable for every game G{jfem} or G{fem} respectively. It will be shown (Theorems 4 and 5) that a UUSG is of the second category in every point of [0, l] , and a UUSG is of the second category in every point of [M, oo) for some M. Finally we shall construct non-trivial examples of a UUSG and a UUSG.
14. Notation. Let a be any interval with endpoints x, y, (x^y); we denote: a = [*, y] = {z:x^z^y], a° = ix, y) = [z:x < z < y}, 'a = [x, y) = {z:x^z< y}, Iia) =x, the left endpoint of a, ria) =y, the right endpoint of a, \a\ =y -x is the length of interval a, we use also a lor \a\ when meaning is clear by context; thus e.g. Ua,-will denote the union of intervals, but £a« the sum of their lengths.
By/ we shall denote as a rule closed intervals if=J); by g, open ones fe=«°).
Let S be any set SE [0, oo); we denote: miS), the Lebesgue measure of S; S+t= {x+t: xES}, the translate of S by t, it is a number); 5, the closure of S; CiS) = [0, oo)~S, the complement of S with regard to [0, oo), for Proof. We begin by proving the theorem for G {km}. We shall namely construct a perfect nowhere dense set SoC [0, l], which will turn out to be unavoidable. Let We shall now prove that A has a winning strategy on So.
A is said to be in a winning position of the first kind after his nth move *2n-i, AGWn, if for some ^...fc,-,,
Similarly .4 will be said to be in a winning position of the second kind after his nth move, AGWf, it for some g«,.. The only other possibility is that There exists therefore an integer j satisfying
Denote by i the smallest integer i >j such that Si = 0, and let p be the smallest integer satisfying 
and considering (2.13), (7n'+i) is satisfied. This accomplishes the proof of the theorem for <5{&m} and it remains to extend the proof for G{fcm}. To this end put Sq = So+q, (o = l, 2, • • • ) and 00 (2.18) S = USa.
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If now q = xo<2 + l we fix the strategy of A on Sq as described above for So. Consequently 5 is unavoidable. Remark 1. In Theorem 1 the monotonity of the sequence {km} is not essential. Let ki, (* = 1, 2, • • • ) be any sequence of positive numbers, then the sequence km = maxisiim k!, (m = l, 2, • • • ) is evidently nondecreasing and according to Theorem 1 there exists for 67{£OT} an unavoidable set S which is nowhere dense and perfect. It is however evident that S is also unavoidable for G{k(}. and so on. If 4 is to win, this procedure must come to an end after a finite number of moves with 5jPi+J+1G'/m+i for some integers t, 5.
We shall now introduce a new notation to the moves described above. Theorem 2. Given a game G{km}, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a perfect unavoidable set of measure 0 is (3.10) £f=a>-Proof. In order to prove sufficiency we make use of the set S constructed in the proof of Theorem 1. As shown there, 5 is perfect and unavoidable. Moreover (2.1) gives and from (3.10) follows m(So) =0. From (2.18) we get at last m(S)=0.
For G{ km} follows the necessity of (3.10) (for closed sets) from the lemma. We shall now extend the proof for G{km}. Let ££,. l/k{< oo and let T be any closed unavoidable set TE [0, °°). If miT(~\[0, l])>0, the theorem is proved; otherwise, B is able-according to the lemma-to fix his strategy in such a way that either (3.11) s E CiT) r\ [0, 1\
or for some »i (3.12) sini> 1.
(3.11) contradicts the assumption that T is unavoidable and thus (3.12) remains, i.e. s2niE[qu <?i + l) for some integer qi>0. Generally let S2niEdi -[lu <Zi + l). If miT(~\dA>0 the theorem is proved. Otherwise B can fix his strategy so that either sECiT)P\di which contradicts the unavoidableness of T or for some ni+i>ni, s2ni+1Edi+i with g,-+i>g,-. This means however that lim,"w s2ni = lim,..* s, = oo which contradicts once more the assumption that T is unavoidable. Remark. The theorem remains true also for closed unavoidable sets. In order to prove both propositions it must be shown that the measure of every closed unavoidable subset of [0, l] is not less then U<lx Vi (see i3.3)) which follows from the lemma, and that for every e>0 there exists a set SoEF{kn] such that 00 (3.13) miSo) < Uvi + t, »-i which will now be proved. Proof. In the case that (3.10) holds, our proposition follows from Theorem 2. It remains therefore to consider (3.14)
£t-<0°-»-i ki
As in proof of Theorem 1 we shall construct a perfect set So satisfying (3.13), which will turn out to be unavoidable. •-1
We denote
Further let e>0 be any positive number. We form the closed intervals = p(ki, ki, ---) = JJj" j Vi-Moreover from (3.17) we have that m(D)<e, and therefore from (3.18) follows (3.13).
It remains to be proved that A has a winning strategy on So. In the first place we remark that B should avoid Of course and that SC\dq is of the first category for each q. We shall prove that S is not a UUSG; we shall namely construct a sequence The strategy of B will now be defined. B is said to be in a winning position after his (w + l)st move x2n, B(E:Wf, if s2"G^m Ior some q, O^q^n and some m, 0=w^w. 2No^'kn+iXin+i satisfies (1.2), and BGWf+i. Now if for every sufficiently large n, A chooses for x2n+i moves (a) only, then there exist N and q such that s2nG.dq, (n^N) and B has a winning strategy on d". Otherwise lim,,-,*, sin = °o and B wins again.
A sufficient condition for a set S(Z [0, °°) to be a UUSG will now be given. The condition itself and the proof of its sufficiency are only a slight generalization of the respective problem for the game G{km}, (^1 = ^2= ■ ■ • =1) solved by M. Reichbach [3] (see also [2] ). Further we shall construct a UUSG whose complement C(S) is a countable union of perfect sets and is dense in [0, 00).
We begin with the definition of the property H. H: A set PC [0, °°) is said to have the property H if, for every x^O and every two numbers e>0 and k>0, there exists to the right of x an interval g such that gC\P = 0 and k (1(g) -x) ^ | g \ <e.
